How ActiveNav
Enables Zero
Trust Initiatives
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, and tag user.

You’re in good company...
Dark data continues to be the biggest challenge facing information governance, privacy, and
information security teams. Agencies struggle to understand what information exists in
unstructred systems which leaves a gap in Zero Trust Architecture (ZTA). Data stores like
network drives, SharePoint, OneDrive, and legacy Content Management Systems are full of
over-retained documents and unmanaged records. Data overload ultimately distracts Data Loss
dark data, agencies can have complete visibility into what exists and tag sensitive or CUI
documents according to policy.

"As data continues to grow, agencies must leverage data
classification to get actionable insights into their data universe.”
- Rich Hale, Chief Technology Officer, ActiveNav

How can you protect that which you do not know exists? ActiveNav drives Zero
Trust Architecture (ZTA) through auto-classification and metadata. With advanced
data discovery software, agencies are able to easily identify and tag the most
mission critical information and Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI); enabling
the enforcement of policies beyond manual administration.
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ActiveNav will continue to drive governance
across the entire data landscape.
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